Abstract-In this correspondence, the low-weight terms of the weight distribution of the block code obtained by terminating a convolutional code after x information blocks are expressed as a function of x. It is shown that this function is linear in x for codes with noncatastrophic encoders, but quadratic in x for codes with catastrophic encoders. These results are useful to explain the poor performance of convolutional codes with a catastrophic encoder at low-to-medium signal-to-noise ratios.
terleaved over L = 3 channel blocks for four different Rician factors = 0; 5; 10; and infinity (= additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel). The code polynomials in octal are (133; 145; 175) . Here the union bounds are truncated at d max = 42. 4 The traditional bounds (7) get tighter for increasing values of and finally coincide with the modified bound for = 1 (AWGN channel) with which no averaging is needed. The modified bounds (11) for the block error probability are surprisingly tight for all values of and they also get tighter for higher values of : Furthermore, they are clearly tighter than the bit error probability upper bounds. The convolutional codes used in these examples are optimized for the AWGN channel (d free maximized), and they are not necessarily optimum for the block fading channel, see, e.g., [15] and [9] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this correspondence, the union bounding techniques for error control codes with limited interleaving over block fading Rician channels were considered. The traditional union bounding technique, which sums averaged pairwise error probabilities, was shown to yield very loose results especially for low Rician factors (a block fading Rayleigh channel). A modified union bounding technique was presented which limits the conditional union bound before averaging over the fading process and thus avoids the "explosion" of the union bound for low SNR. This modified bounding technique provides much tighter, and hence useful, numerical results, but requires L-fold numerical integration where L is the number of diversity subchannels. Examples were shown for terminated convolutional codes but the necessity for optimization before averaging in the block fading channels can be extended to other block codes as well. This was also clearly shown for random coding techniques in [5] .
I. INTRODUCTION
Any binary rate k=n convolutional code with constraint length L (or memory order L 01) whose associated trellis diagram terminates with a zero tail after encoding x blocks of k information bits into x blocks of n transmitted symbols generates an (n(x + L 0 1); kx) binary block code. In this correspondence, for each such (n(x + L 0 function is linear in x for codes with noncatastrophic encoders, but quadratic in x for codes with catastrophic encoders. This fact helps to explain why convolutional codes generated by a catastrophic encoder perform poorly. These results can be viewed as a simpler method than the one derived in [1] to obtain the low-weight terms of the weight distribution of a zero-tail terminated convolutional code. These results are also useful in deriving a good approximation of the union upper bound on the bit error probability for maximum-likelihood decoding (MLD) of convolutional codes with a noncatastrophic encoder by applying standard bounding techniques for block codes. Finally, since the weight distribution of a block code is independent of the mapping between information bits and codewords, these results are valid for terminated convolutional codes with encoder realizations in feedforward as well as in feedback forms.
II. WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF THE
(n(x + L 0 1); kx)
BLOCK CODE

A. Noncatastrophic Encoders
Let Wi (x) denote the number of codewords of weight i in the (n(x + L 0 1); kx) block code obtained by terminating with a zero tail a rate k=n convolutional code of constraint length L after x information blocks. We define: 1) N i as the number of paths of weight i in the trellis diagram that diverge from the all-0 path at the origin x = 0 and remerge only once (note that Ni = 0 for all i < d H , the minimum free Hamming distance of the convolutional code) and 2) l i; max as the maximum length (in information blocks) of the Ni paths of weight i previously defined. (We exclude catastrophic encoders here since l i; max is unbounded for some i in this case.) Based on these definitions, we derive the following theorem. is of the form
where a i 0.
Proof: For x li; max, Ni can equivalently be defined as the number of paths of weight i in the trellis diagram that remerge with the all-0 path at section x + L 01. Hence after adding one dimension (i.e., one information block) to the (n(x01+L01); k(x01)) code we obtain the (n(x+L01); kx) code with, for i 2fd H ; 111 ; 2d H 01g
Applying a chain argument to (2), we obtain,
However, for the first li; max 0 1 steps in the recursion, i.e., for
x < l i; max , fewer than N i paths are added since some of the paths corresponding to Ni have not terminated yet. This completes the proof after defining ai as the total number of codewords discarded in the first l i; max 0 1 steps. 
Based on (5), we observe that (1) 
where P d (x) represents the number of pairs of disjoint paths, of weight dH each, with the first path diverging from the all-0 path at 
Regrouping (7) and (9), it follows that
A chain argument completes the proof after defining b 2d as
and a 2d as the total number of paths discarded in the initial steps.
Also, by algebraic manipulations of (7)- (10) In a recent paper [1] , it was shown that the entire weight distribution of the (2(x + L 0 1); x) block code obtained by truncating a rate 1=2 convolutional code of constraint length L after x information blocks can be obtained by multiplying by itself (x + L 0 1) times a 2 L01 2 2 L01 square matrix. The elements of this matrix correspond to the Hamming weights of the transitions in the state diagram of the rate 1=2 convolutional code. However, in many cases, only the first terms of the weight distribution of a code are required. Consequently, the results of this correspondence can be used in conjunction with the results of [1] to efficiently determine the terms of interest in the weight distribution of a terminated convolutional code. For example, given a noncatastrophic encoder, we know from Theorem 2.1 that for i 2 fdH; 11 1; 2dH 0 1g and x li; max, Wi (x) is of the form
Then the results of [1] holds for any convolutional code with a catastrophic encoder since for such codes, in addition to the all-zero state, at least one other state touches a weight-zero loop as in the case considered in the following proof.
(If the length of the weight-zero loop is l 0 > 1, a change of variable y = x=l0 is needed.) Also, extension to multiple weight-zero loops follows the same lines. However, the corresponding general expressions become significantly more complex.
We define Ti(x) as the number of distinct paths of length x (in information blocks) such that the xth branch is the weight-zero selfloop around the all-one state and the codeword has weight i in the associated (n(x + L 0 1); kx) block code. (We assume here that the free distance d H is the weight of the lowest weight path that diverges from and remerges with the all-zero path.) Based on this definition,
where N d is the number of paths of weight dH diverging from the all-zero path at x = 0 that do not contain the weight-zero self-loop around the all-one state, and l d ; max is defined with respect to these paths only. Also 
By applying the chain rule, we finally obtain
18) where 0. For example, the trivial rate 1=2 convolutional encoder with one memory element whose input and output are summed to provide the two same output bits is catastrophic [3] . This code defines a family of (2(x + 1); x) block codes with dH = 4 and W 4 (x) = x(x + 1)=2. As in Section II-A, the results of [1] Also, if encoding is done in reduced echelon form, a good approximation of the union bound on the bit error probability P b is obtained by scaling each term in the sum of (19) by i=(n(x + L 0 1)) [4] .
Consequently, a good approximation of the union bound on P b for medium to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values can be derived based on Theorem 2.1 and (19) for zero tail terminated convolutional codes with a noncatastrophic encoder by considering only the values i 2 fd H ; 1 11; 2d H 0 1g [5] . For x large enough, the approximate bound on P b becomes independent of x.
On the other hand, the approximate bound on P b increases linearly with x for terminated convolutional codes with a catastrophic encoder. This suggests that for these codes, the best error performance is achieved by terminating the trellis after encoding x N information blocks, where x N depends on the operating SNR. Although catastrophic encoders should be avoided when convolutional codes are decoded with the Viterbi algorithm, they can be used if the trellis terminates, since information sequences of finite length only are considered. In particular, for a given rate and constraint length, a catastrophic encoder may generate a convolutional code with a larger row distance d row than the free distance d free of the best code generated by a noncatastrophic encoder 1 [6] . However, based on the previous results, this gain in d row for the corresponding terminated codes with minimum Hamming distance d row is achieved at the expense of significantly larger low-weight coefficients in the weight distribution. As a result, despite a smaller row distance, convolutional codes with noncatastrophic encoders should give lower values of P b than the equivalent codes with catastrophic encoders at low-to-medium SNR values.
